Safety relay for monitoring of Emergency-Stop applications and safety doors

ESR4-NO-30-...(AC/DC 24 V)

Manual start with manual reset

$t_M = \text{Minimum closing delay}$

$t_A1 = \text{Pick-up time}$

$t_{TP} = \text{Test pulse duration}$

$t_R = \text{Reset time}$

$t_W = \text{Recovery time}$

ESR4-NO-31-...(AC/DC 24 V)

Manual start with reset button monitoring

$t_B = \text{Stand-by delay}$

$t_A2 = \text{Pick-up time}$

$t_{M} = \text{Minimum closing delay}$

$t_R = \text{Reset time}$

$t_W = \text{Recovery time}$

ESR4-NO-31-...(AC 115/230 V)

Automatic start

$t_{A1} = \text{Pick-up time}$

$t_{R} = \text{Reset time}$

$t_{W} = \text{Recovery time}$
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ESR Safety Relays

Safety relay for monitoring of Emergency-Stop applications and safety doors

ESR4-NV3(30)-30

ESR4-NT30-30

Safety relay for contact mat monitoring

ESR4-NM-21

Two-hand relay

ESR4-NZ-21

Contact expansion modules

ESR4-NE-42

ESR4-VE3-42
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